RFM
Recorder for MultiSystem. A high
performance Organ Recorder for all Solid
State MultiSystem equipped Organs.
Offers a unique feature to be able to record
at the full resolution of the organ
relay but still using a
standard MIDI file.

Options
Coupled directly to the
MultiSystem the RFM
captures the performance exactly as it was
created. Creates HD MIDI files not limited
by the speed of a regular MIDI cable.
RFM is available for both MultiSystem I
and II. The RFM offers traditional control
panels for the console, iPod or integration
with Organist Palette.

“Rather than

blind you with science,

we’ll just help you build

brilliant
organs

.”

Control
All the controls for the RFM
are fitted into a standard
square metal panel, using
intuitive and logical controls the
RFM operates like a portable
music player. Alternatively
wireless control using an iPod,
your own iPhone or iPad can be
added. With the wireless option
it is not necessary to add the
control panel if you so wish.

SOLID STATE ORGAN SYSTEMS

The New Standard
for Pipe Organ Control
RFM control is part of the Organist Palette, a
revolutionary control surface for the organ; exclusively
from Solid State. Recorder for MultiSystem is available
as an upgrade to thousands of MultiSystems installed
today.

MIDI
MIDI is the universal language of digital
music communication. RFM captures the
organ performance as a MIDI file that can be
read by other software, edited and returned
to the organ.

Details

Features
Provides a built in organ
recorder
Simple intuitive controls
Export/Import MIDI files
Internal memory 100 songs
External USB drive
High resolution
iPhone & iPod options
Organist Palette Product
Option to record notes only

RFM stores up to 100
performances of any length on
its internal memory. In addition
there is a USB port to store a
further 100 on each memory
stick.
For testing registrations you
can optionally record just the
keys and then choose different
registrations.
MultiSystem II allows you to
record the organ at wire speed
and then store as a MIDI file, no
compromise.
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